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Executive Summary
The CityPulse project proposes a framework for large-scale data analytics to provide information in (near-) real-
time, transform raw data into actionable information, and to enable creating real-time smart city applications.

This document presents the results of the activity A3.4 Event Detection for Urban Data Streams. The
CityPulse framework exposes two modules to detect the events happening in the cities. The first module uses
directly the sensory data sources from the city. The second one can be used to process the data from the
social media sources. In the case of CityPulse it is used for processing streams of tweets from Twitter. Both
modules are generic and can be used to detect events in different application domains.

At the end of this document we have presented how the event detection component have been used to
process the traffic data from Aarhus and the stream of tweet from city of London.
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1 Introduction
With billions of deployed sensors, mobile phones (which can also function as real-time, personal, location-aware
sensors), wireless devices, and satellites, today’s systems can observe signals from almost every person and
place on planet Earth. Building upon observations and interpretations of data, occurrences, and events related
to different real-world phenomena and using cyber-social information, it’s possible for smart city systems to
respond to individual applications and users’ needs while still balancing societal context in real-time.

Building such systems requires two fundamental capabilities. First is the ability to combine heteroge-
neous data and services provided by devices via various communication networks and Internet/Web services
— satellite data, weather maps, traffic systems, healthcare records, and financial networks — to obtain spa-
tiotemporal observations. Second is the ability to integrate real-world data/services, crowd intelligence, and
existing knowledge on the Web into actionable knowledge that the system uses for automated decision making
or that it gives directly to individual users and applications.

Smart city frameworks aimed to optimise this communication and service delivery through more efficient
decision making mechanisms while expending as few resources as possible. Hence, online monitoring and
cognition of situations is important for both city authorities to leverage the management of city resources and
reduce the cost, and for citizens to promote their life quality. Figure 1 illustrates departments that provide
public support and management for cities1.
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Figure 1: UK governments public spending statistical analyses and budget cut over 2010-2011 to 2014-
2015 period for city departments. The figure taken from IFS analysis of the latest Treasury, 2015.

Meanwhile, social media networks such as Twitter2 provide a platform for citizens to share their opinion
in near real time which can serve as an informal service quality assessment based on population probes. This
information complements sensor and textual data from conventional sources such as city departments and can
be utilised to improve the level of city services. For example, sensors deployed on a road may report reduced
speed of vehicles, which can be explained by a procession obstructing traffic.

The CityPulse project3 uses the IoT data (collected by sensory devices) and social data (collected from
social media, such as Twitter) to provide actionable information for various smart city applications. Within the
CityPulse project, the event detection component is based on Semantic Web technologies in order to bridge the
gap between heterogeneous data sources and modalities. This enables to exchange machine interpretable data
with different components: particularly, it receives real-time annotated sensory and social data streams and

1https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/public-expenditure-statistical-analyses-2015
2https://twitter.com/
3www.ict-citypulse.eu
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detects the events happening in the city. The event detection component is composed of two main modules:
i) event detection from sensory data and ii) event detection from social media data. While the former enables
to extract the information from sensors deployed in the city, the latter processing the tweets coming from
Twitter.

The remainder of the report is organised as follows. Section 2 presents state of the art methods for
event detection for sensory and social media data streams. Section 3 details the proposed methods for event
detection component. Section 4 provides the experimental results and Section 5 concludes the report.
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2 State of the art
This section details state of the art studies in three parts: i) event-based architectures, ii) machine learning
models, and iii) social media analysis.

2.1 Event driven architectures
The event detection goal is to process in near real-time a large volume of observations in order to identify
added value events and to provide powerful mechanism for describing structural and temporal relationships
between the observations coming from one or several data streams. Real-time complex event processing,
which is referred to as Complex Event Processing (CEP), has originated from the work on an object-oriented
language designed for system architectures prototyping with powerful event oriented semantics but has seen
a sharp increase of interest and usage in the fields of Business Activity Monitoring (BAM), Business Rules
Management Systems (BRMS) or Business Intelligence (BI). Although businesses have been conducting near
real-time event processing [1], CEP has consolidated itself as a separate topic rather recently. The term itself
has been introduced by David Luckham after his work on the Rapide project [2]. Since then, it has been
shifted from the analysis of hardware discrete-event systems towards distributed software architectures, and
has seen a first detailed description in [3]. CEP has seen a sharp increase in interest and utilisation through
new commercial solutions [1], [4], [5], [6].

We could describe a CEP platform as a software solution for developing applications, which are capable
of processing information about such happenings, represented as events. The goal is to produce value added
information represented as complex events by exploiting the temporal, causal and structural relations between
data streams. As opposed to the earlier event processing solutions, a CEP platform is generic since in the
resulting software applications the relations are not hard coded. This increases flexibility and cuts software
deployment and maintenance costs.

The guaranteed latencies advertised by most CEP engine providers are in milliseconds or less than millisec-
onds. These latencies can increase for extremely complex applications but this issue can be overcome with
distributed CEP approaches (even with a simple approach involving event partitioning and distributed event
processing). A typical CEP engine is usually not suitable for a solution requiring less than a millisecond, such
as those for real-time control. Nevertheless, it can easily cope with systems where time constants are larger
than tens of milliseconds, where the data transport between the event producer and the CEP engine is not
the responsibility of the CEP engine itself and is guaranteed to fulfil these timing requirements.

A typical CEP application consists of an Event Processing Network (EPN), where raw events are usually
fed through a set of input adapters or event producers in order to be processed by interconnected processing
agents or processing nodes to obtain complex events, which themselves can be the subject of other processing
operations. The results of the processing stage are usually sent to output adapters or event consumers, which
can be linked to an Human Machine Interface (HMI) in a form of a monitoring dashboard application, or, to
other applications and software components. Depending on the CEP platform, the event processing nodes are
performing in stream-oriented style, rule-oriented style or imperative-style as described in the comprehensive
work about CEP of Etzion and Niblett [3] and usually can be updated at run-time through a management
interface.

This ability to handle events has raised interest about CEP not only from the business oriented application
providers but also from developers of other types of applications. Balis et al. [8] propose a CEP based
monitoring solution for grid computing infrastructure. In the manufacturing field, Izaguirre et al. [9] introduced
a method for the supervision and monitoring of manufacturing systems dealing with heterogeneous event
sources. Similarly, Karadgi, et al. [10] proposed an event driven framework capable of handling event processing
on the device level as well as the enterprise level of a manufacturing execution system. A similar approach
presented by Wlatzer et al. [11] with some highlights on the HMI, while in [12] Rosales et al. focused on
the CEP processing of events generated by RFID devices. In [13], [14] or in [15]. Dunkel [16] addressed the
issue of event processing for sensor networks and applied event-driven CEP architecture for decision support
in traffic management systems in [17]. Another application of CEP in the domain of transportation presented
by Terroso-Saenz in [18] and [19].

2.2 Machine Learning Models
In the context of event detection Machine Learning (ML) models can be used to predict the values of some
parameters (e.g average speed of cars, or number of cars) after an interval of time (e.g. 15 minutes) based
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on current state of the system. By running the CEP rules on the stream of predicted measurements, one can
generate predictions about the events that are going to happen.

ML targets development of algorithms, which are capable of learning the sensed behaviour based on the
acquired experience. The models resulted in ML are mainly data driven, although a ML expert is critically
involved in deciding which type of ML algorithm is the most appropriate for given task and data.

We refer here to Mitchell’s assertion that any useful machine learning algorithm must have its own inductive
bias, otherwise it is useless [20]. In the same paper it has been stated that “progress towards understanding
learning mechanisms depend upon understanding the sources of, and justification for, various biases”, beyond
the particularities of the training sets. This serves as an explanation for the large number of proposed ML
algorithms. Some of the popular algorithms are as follows: artificial neural networks [21], [22], Support Vector
Machines [23], Bayesian networks [24], decision trees, association rule learning, and clustering algorithms
– which are the conventional methods of ML. We also witness an upsurge interest in hybrid methods that
combines multiple learning approaches [25], [26], [27], [28].

The usual workflow for a ML-based process is: a) start from raw data; b) perform data cleaning and
data preprocessing; c) apply a ML algorithm to build a model from data. The derived model is subsequently
used to process upcoming data, mainly for making predictions (classification, posterior probability estimation,
regression) or summarisation.

The data cleaning step is tightly bound to data quality [29], [30]. One has to analyse the data and identify
the potential errors in the data set. Numerous methods were proposed, including outlier detection, pattern
matching, clustering, and data mining techniques [30]. For example, when merging data sources, one has to
remove the duplicate values by means of regular expressions, fuzzy matching, user-defined constraints, filtering,
etc. The most effective approach seems to be decomposing and reassembling the data. Here we see CEP as
bringing a clear advantage, as through specific EPNs one can express, run and synergistically pipeline such
simple steps. Maletic and Marcus ([30], chapter 2) describe the following three phases for a data cleansing
process: a) define and determine error types; b) search and identify error instances; c) correct the uncovered
errors. The first two approaches are easily to be automated and there are some frameworks imagined for them.
The third step is tightly bound to the domain and has to be accordingly developed.

The next step is preparing data for the Machine Learning algorithms. Some of the ML methods specify the
data types they are able to process (e.g. neural networks accepts input numerical values solely, and only a few
of them allow missing values [31], [32], [33]; some variants of decision trees can perform only classification,
etc.). Beside this, it is generally accepted that the good input features may ease the classification phase, up
to leading to simple classifiers.

There are three approaches to deal with initial data, all of them are part of feature engineering. The easiest
one is to chose among the existing attributes and restrict to the ones that are considered to be relevant for
the task at hand. This step may be supported by a domain expert or automatically performed. For example,
one can remove correlated attributes which degrade performance of Naive Bayes (the overcounting effect) or
for methods based on computing the inverse of a data–derived matrix4. Additionally, heuristic methods for
feature extraction were developed, e.g. based on gain ratio with respect to the class, chi–squared tests, greedy
and evolutionary search etc.

2.3 Social Media Analysis
Typically, a city has many departments such as public safety, urban planning, energy and water, transportation,
social programs, and education [46, 47]. Some of the services offered by these departments are dynamic, e.g.,
transportation services and their behaviour may vary in response to social and cultural events, accidents, and
weather conditions. Live cognition of the situation is important for city authorities to leverage the management
of city resources. Meanwhile, social media networks such as Twitter and Facebook have developed into a near
real-time source of information spanning heterogeneous topics of varying importance. Figure 2 depicts samples
of real-world city events (e.g.power outages, poor water quality, a procession, and a delay experienced in public
transport system) reported directly by citizens. This information complements sensor data or textual data from
conventional sources such as city departments and can be utilised to improve the level of city provided services.
For example, sensors deployed on a road may report reduced speed of vehicles which can be explained by the
procession obstructing traffic.

The need for such social sensing becomes even more crucial in developing countries, where fine-grained
sensor data may not be available due to the lack of extensive instrumentation.

4Although the Moore–Penrose pseudoinverse may be used, a high condition number shows that the computation is
numerically unstable.
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(a) Power shutdown (b) Poor water quality

(c) Traffic jam due to procession (d) Delay in public transit system

Figure 2: Tweets reporting various concerns about a city spanning power supply, water quality, traffic
jams, and public transport delays ( c© [48]).

To achieve this, the social sensing event extraction task can be formulated through addressing the following
research questions: How do we extract city infrastructure related events from twitter? How can we exploit
event and location knowledge-bases for event extraction? How well can we extract city traffic events?

Works such as [49] assume the presence of event data sources such as sensor data (e.g., loop detectors)
and formal report of events (e.g., eventful5) in a city. Such a source of events may not be available in all
the cities warranting the need for city event extraction from textual data. On the other hand these formal
events when present can serve as ground truth to validate an automated event extraction system. Following
Anantharam et al. [48], we organize the event extraction from textual data into two categories: open domain
(unknown event types) and closed domain (known event types). Additionally, the textual data can be of either
formal or informal nature. Where the former refers to the grammatical text such as news documents and the
latter addresses the user-generated content with no overt structure which might contain a lot of slang and
non-standard abbreviations and notations.

In formal text analysis context, Liu et al. [50] propose to alleviate information overload in daily news by
extracting key entity and significant event of news documents. A bipartite graph is induced based on the
entities and their associations to documents using mutual reinforcement principle capturing salient entities
and the documents with salient entities to rank the news events. Extraction of local events from blog entries
has been carried out by [51]. Use of lightweight patterns to extract global crisis events from news text is
presented in [52]. Event extraction in the context of detecting infectious disease outbreak was done by [53].
The event schema consists of date range, geo-location, disease name, organism type and number affected
by the disease, and the organism survival information. The event extraction is done by finite-state pattern
matching on the tokenized input text.

Event extraction from informal text is recently addressed in literature [54, 55, 48]. In [54], the authors
proposed the use of temporal (volume changes), social (replies, broadcast), topical (coherence of clusters),
and twitter-centric (multi-word hashtags) features to train a classifier that performs better than the baseline.
Ritter et al. [55], demonstrated that building a calendar of significant events is feasible using twitter stream
using an unsupervised approach to process tweets and extract event types such as sports, concert, protests,
politics, TV, and religion. The approach utilised the Latent Drichlet Allocations (LDA) method to model each
entity in terms of a mixture of event types and each event type in terms of a mixture of entities. Following
the same trend, Wang et al. [56] used tweets for predicting hit and run crimes. A latent topic based model
constructed over semantic role labels [57] of events from tweets. A generalised linear regression model is used
to capture the association between topics and crimes from a training dataset. Lampos and Cristianini [58]
proposed to use an optimised feature selection approach coupled with regression to estimate the intensity of
events based on event markers. An evaluation based on ground truth from rain gauges is used for validation.
They also extended the evaluation to identify Influenza Like Illness and compare it with the data from Health
Protection Agency 6.

Most recently, Anantharam et al. [48] developed an automatic twitter-training data creation process to
train a ground-truth annotation model by utilising officially reported events 7 and locations 8 knowledge-bases.
In the next stage, they used this annotated data to train a CRF-based event extraction model specific to twitter

5http://eventful.com/
6http://www.hpa.org.uk/
7http://511.org
8https://www.openstreetmap.org/
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textual domain. Despite a successful ground-truth annotations system the Conditional Random Field (CRF)-
based event extraction unit of [48] has some limitations which is as follows: (1) since the model is trained
on a limited volume of training data (tweets collected in a 3-month time interval) it lacks generalisability.
Due to training the CRF with the officially reported ground-truth events of a limited time period, the model
fails in detecting future events of a new nature. (2) although the location terms have been extracted within
the model but these information had not been used for obtaining the events’ location. Instead, the authors
suggested to use the tweet’s geo-location tag (the location where the users tweet the events) which does not
necessary agree with actual event’s location.

These limitations motivated our work. Utilising the ground-truth annotation module of [48], instead of
training a CRF we have adopted the Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) model of [59] for extracting both
the event and location terms. Unlike Anantharam et al.’s[48] model, our proposed model is trained on a more
generic categorical training data and hence generalises well to future events. While various neural network
architectures [60, 61, 62] have been proposed in literature and their performance are investigated for twitter
sentiment classification, to the best of our knowledge, this is the first time the CNN text analysis is utilised
for city even extraction.
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3 Event Detection
3.1 Event detection from streaming data
Figure 3 depicts the architecture of the proposed framework which allows event detection for sensory data
streams. It provides a set of generic tools which can be used for detecting an event. In order to detect a
certain event, the domain expert, has to deploy a piece of code called event detection node. These nodes con-
tain the event detection logic, which represent the pattern that has to be identified during raw data processing.

A domain expert, with some help from an application developer, can use two configuration interfaces
displayed by the framework in order to perform the following activities:

• Describe how to access the streams endpoints and how to interpret the received messages on a design
time phase;

• Register the data streams from the city by providing their descriptions;

• Develop the event detection nodes on a design time phase;

• Deploy the event detection nodes for various stream combinations.

Figure 3: Framework arhitecture

3.1.1 Data streams input adapters for event detection

The role of the data stream input adapters in the event detection component is to connect to the appropriate
routing keys of the data bus in order to fetch the required data needed by the event detection nodes. For each
raw data stream (source) a new input adapter has to be deployed in order to fetch the data. The deployment of
input adapters is done automatically when a data source (semantically annotated or aggregated observation)
is going to be needed by at least one event detection node. Having the description of each data stream
stored into the stream metadata store, the input adapters are deployed directly without having to develop
supplementary pieces of code, which allow the conversion from the N3 format to the formats needed by the
CEP engine.

During the deployment phase of the event detection nodes, the domain expert has to specify the UUIDs
of the streams which have to be processed. Having the UUIDs, the event detection node can determine if an
already deployed event detection input adapter, required by a previously deployed event detection node, can
be reused or a new one has to be instantiated.

In order to deploy a new input adapter the event detection node, one first has to get the description of
the stream. This information is obtained by generating a request, containing the UUID of the stream, to
the resource management. By decoding the response, the event detection node knows the routing key of the
data bus where the stream observations are going to be published and the name/types for the fields of the
messages. After that an input adapter is deployed, by creating a new data bus client for the specified routing
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key. Every time a message is delivered on the data bus routing key, the client decodes it, using the known
name/types of fields. At the end the message is converted and delivered to the CEP engine.

3.1.2 Event detection component

The event detection component represents a generic environment where the domain expert can deploy various
event detection nodes. The component was developed as a wrapper over the Esper complex event processing
engine. The Esper engine allows the user to define custom made Event Processing Networks (EPN), which
can be used for detecting various patterns in the streams of data.

An alternative to our proposal would be to use directly the Esper engine. In this way an application
developer has to design the EPN and to develop the pieces of code responsible for fetching the data from the
various data sources. Furthermore, the application developer has to have increased attention when dealing
with heterogeneous data sources and when having to use the same data source for different EPNs. The main
drawback of this approach is that it offers little reusability of the developed pieces of code.

The integration we are proposing has the following advantages:

• Once a data wrapper has been developed it can be reused very easy for other data sources of the same
type;

• The sensor measurements are delivered to the event detection component following the same standard
format (if one has to deploy two temperature sensor which have to different protocols and data formats
he will have to develop two data wrappers but this is not going to be visible at event detection level);

• Different persons can be involved to develop the data wrappers and the event detection nodes;

• During the deployment phase of the event detection nodes, the domain expert has only to configure the
binding to the data streams by proving the UUIDs;

• The same event detection node can be deployed for different combinations of inputs streams.

3.1.3 Event detection nodes

An event detection node represents the generic event processing logic used for detecting special situations from
the raw or aggregated data such as traffic incidents or parking status incidents. Since the event detection node
is generic (in this case it does not contain any information about the specific data sources which are going to
be used), the domain expert can select the raw or annotated data sources which represent the inputs for the
node. Also the domain expert can configure these nodes by modifying the input parameters if necessary. The
event detection node can be seen as a black box with inputs (input streams and configuration parameters)
and having as output the detected events (Figure 4).

Figure 4: Event detection node
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The generic event detection nodes are represented by Java classes. The objects resulting after instantiation
(when all the configuration parameters and the binding to the event streams have to be provided) are deployed
into the event detection component via the configuration interface. In order to develop a new event detection
node the application developer has to extend the abstract class EventDetectionNode (see Figure 5). For the
sake of simplicity, Figure 5 shows only the fields and methods relevant to the application developer. Methods
that implement default behaviour are hidden. Those are used by the event detection component for deploying
the appropriate EPN and for adding the corresponding input adapters.

Figure 5: Event detection logic UML class diagram

The application developer has to implement the getListOfInputStreamNames() and getEventDetection-
Logic() methods. The first method returns an array list of strings, where each string represents the name of
an input adapter. This method is called during the deployment of the node in order to check if the domain
expert has provided the UUIDs of the streams which have to be bind to the inputs.

The second method,getEventDetectionLogic(), is used by the application developer to define the event
detection pattern. The parameter epService represents the handle to a running CEP engine. In this way, the
Esper EPL can be used to define the event detection logic. The domain expert defines, via the constructor,
the following fields:

• eventDetectionLogicID: the name of the event detection node;

• eventType: the category of the event, which can be for example: “traffic”, “weather”, etc.;

• eventName: the name of the event, which can be for example: “traffic jam”, ”high temperature”, etc.;

• outputRoutingKey: the data bus routing key where the events are going to be published.

An event detection node can be adjusted via the configuration parameters. In most common situation
these parameters represents various threshold embedded into the CEP statements. In order to achieve this,
the application developer has to create a new constructor (with the needed parameters) and within its imple-
mentation call the EventDetectionLogic constructor. The event processing network, which is defined with the
method getEventDetectionLogic(), generates as output an complex event when the detection conditions are
meet. The application developer can use the method publishEvent() for publishing the event on the data bus.
During the deployment phase, the domain expert will have to provide values for the above mentioned fields
and parameters. In addition to these the binding of the event detection node and the required inputs has to
be defined.

The generic event detection mechanism presented in this section are used to process the aggregated or
semantic annotated data and to detect the event when it happens. There are a lot of situations when it is
useful to predict the apparition of an event with some time before it is produced. In order to achieve these,
ML prediction models can be used and have to be integrated into an event detection node. We have used
Weka [63] to train the various prediction models. After that, using the Weka API [64], the model can be
extracted and injected into the event detection node.

3.1.4 Event detection output adapters

The role of the data stream output adapters, within the event detection framework, is to translate the output
of an event detection node into a standard format for detected events. Also, this component is responsible to
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publish the detected events on the message bus. The output adapters’ deployment is done automatically for
each event detection node. All detected events contain the following fields:

• eventID: unique identification number;

• eventType: the category of the event (e.g. transportationEvent );

• eventName: the name of the event (e.g. trafficJam, parkingStatus);

• eventTime: the moment when the event was detected;

• eventCoordinate: the location of the event;

• eventLevel: the gravity of the event. Events can be categorised, for example, into four categories after
level: 0 - not present, 1 - small, 2 - medium, and 3 - serious.

3.1.5 Event detection work flow

The Figure 6 depicts the workflow which has to be followed for deploying the data wrappers and the event
detection nodes.

Figure 6: Data wrappers and the event detection nodes deployment workflow

An initial step to build an event detection workflow is to develop the data wrapper. This part is implemented
by application developer, extending the Python classes. A domain expert, using the Resource management API,
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deploys the implemented data wrapper for the specific data stream; and also obtains the stream identification
(UUID) after the data wrapper deployment. On the other hand, the application developer has to develop
also the event detection node by extending the EventDetectionNode class. In order to deploy the created
event detection node, the domain expert has to correlate its inputs and the stream UUIDs. Together with
event detection node deployment, the event detection component will add a new input adapter for the data
bus. This implies first to check the input binding, identify the input adapters which have to be deployed and
obtaining the stream’s description based on the UUID by requesting the resource management. Furthermore,
the event detection component deploys alsol the output adapter on data bus and the last step is to deploy the
event detection node, based on which the input data is processed.

3.2 Event detection from social streams
The second module exposed by the Event detection component is used to process the Social Media streams.
The module analyses and annotates large-scale real-time Twitter data streams. A dedicated Data wrapper is
used to connect to the Twitter stream API and collect the data in the form of tweets. The Data wrapper uses
the Google-translate API to automatically detect the source language and translate the tweets to English to
facilitate the Natural Language processing step. This in fact enables the application developer to fetch data
from any area of the globe (e.g. the area surrounding a certain city).

The Social Media Event detection component reads a sequence of words in the sentence (Tweet), and
passes it to a Natural Language Processing (NLP) unit (see Figure 7).

Figure 7: Social Media stream processing and event detection component

The processing unit is composed of three sub-components: a Conditional Random Field Name Entity
Recognition [65, 66], a Convolutional Neural Network for deep learning for Part of Speech tagging, and a
multi-view event extraction.

During the design time, the internal sub-components are trained with a large corpus of Wikipedia docu-
ments and historical Twitter data to guarantee a generalisable Natural Language Processing model. The Con-
ditional Random Field Name Entity Recognition component assigns event tags to the words in a Tweet given
an event-categories set (TransportationEvent, EnvironmentalEvent, CulturalEvent, SocialEvent, SportEvent,
HealthEvent, CriminalEvent), which is tailored for city related events. The categories have been defined
generic enough to cover future sub-categorical event assignments (e.g.traffic and weather forecast events can
be perceived as sub-categories of TransportationEvent and EnvironmentalEvent categories, respectively.) and
they will be available to third party developers for adoption and utilisation for new scenarios. Additionally,
their respective event vocabularies are adaptive and extendible to future events.

During the run time, the Conditional Random Field Name Entity Recognition component assigns event
tags to the words in a Tweet from the event categories set. Simultaneously, the trained Convolutional Neural
Network [59] component generates Part-of-Speech tags for atomic elements of the Tweet. The obtained two
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views of the data (Conditional Random Field Name Entity Recognition view and Convolutional Neural Network
Part of Speech view) are then fed into a novel multi-view event extraction component, where the obtained tags
of the two views are mutually validated and scored for a final sentence-level inference. An example of sentence
level inference is in the case of tweets such as “seeing someone being given a parking ticket” where individual
words “parking” and “ticket” can belong to Transportation and Cultural events categories respectively while
considering the sentence grammar can clear up this confusion and assign the tweet to Transportation category.
The real-time extracted city events are then used by Real-time Adaptive Urban Reasoning component to obtain
a more comprehensive interpretation of the city events. The extracted knowledge is utilised to complement
the sensor stream information extraction and allows obtaining of a more detailed interpretation of the city
events when complementary citizen sensory data can be extracted via social media processing.
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4 Implementation and Experimental Results
This section details the experimental results of the event detection component for near real-time sensory and
social media data streams.

4.1 Event detection from streaming data
In this section we demonstrate how to use the proposed framework to detect traffic events by processing
sensory data streams provided by the city of Aarhus, Denmark. For the evaluation we used two different kinds
of data streams: traffic and parking data streams.

Traffic data streams consist of two spatial-separated observing stations. A simple exemplification of a
traffic sensor observation is depicted in Figure 8. Each observation contains sensor readings of the number of
vehicles and average speed regarding the vehicles that have passed between two sensor points. In total 449
of these pairs stations are available. These sensors provide near real-time observations to the system with a
frequency of 5 minutes time interval. Traffic data stream is a composed data stream, meaning that we recieve
multiple observations in one single request. Therefore, we have used a composed data wrapper to fetch data.
The data source is a REST service that delivers JSON encoded data. In addition the service used pagination
like iteration over a subset of all observations. A specific Sensor Connection and a Splitter were implemented,
whereas a default implementation of a JSON parser could be used.

Figure 8: Traffic sensor observing traffic from point P1A going to P1B

Parking data streams provides real-time information regarding the capacity of parking garages in Aarhus.
The measurements encompasses the number of total parking spaces and the number of vehicles currently in
the parking garage. In total, there are 13 parking garages are available in the city of Aarhus. The goal of
the event detection component is to process the sensory data for detecting the moments when traffic jams
occurs or when the number of parking places from garages significantly drops in a very short period of time.
A special characteristic in the parking stream is the fact that the upper bound for the number of vehicles in
the garage depends on the number of total spaces, which changes over time. Reasons for such changes can
be the addition of an extra level in the garage or the blocking due to maintenance work. This feature of the
data stream has been taken into account in the development of the data wrapper. Figure 9 shows a sample of
an annotated parking data stream observation. The explanation of the triples represented in the given graph
are as follows (i.e. top-down): observation value, observation measurement and sampling time, the reference
to observing sensor and the reference to the observed property.
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Figure 9: Sample annotated observation from the parking data stream.

4.1.1 Traffic and parking event detection nodes

The traffic jam event detection node: can be used for processing the data generated by the traffic sensors
with the scope of detecting the moments when a traffic jam occurs. The observations generated by the traffic
sensors deployed in Aarhus have two main features which can be used for detecting the traffic jam condition,
as follows:

• averageSpeed: the average speed of the cars passing two spatial-separated observing stations as shown
in Figure 7 during the last 5 minutes;

• vehicleCount: the number of cars passing through the sensing range of the sensor in the last 5 minutes.

A traffic jam event is detected when a large number of cars pass through the sensing area of the sensor
travelling at a low speed for a longer period of time. When the traffic from that area becomes normal than a
new traffic jam event is generated but with level zero, signalling that traffic in that area has become normal
after a traffic jam. Figure 10 depicts the main blocks of the traffic jam event detection node. The input is
represented by one traffic stream from the city and the configuration parameters are:

• averageSpeedTreshold: the maximum value of the average speed for considering a traffic congestion;
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• vehicleCountThreshold: the minimum value of the number of cars for considering a traffic congestion;

• trafficCongestionLength: the minimum time interval for considering a traffic jam.

The same event detection logic can be used for extracting traffic events from the aggregated data or from
the semantic annotated data. The data aggregation component of the CityPulse framework is configured to
aggregate the stream of numeric observation and to generate an aggregated event when the observed value
exceeds a threshold. As a result of this, it is highly possible that not all the features will have a significant
modification at the same time (e.g. in case of traffic data, to have on the same time a significant change
for average speed and vehicle count). Based on this the aggregation component generates aggregated events
for each feature. From the event detection perspective, this implies the development of a CEP module used
for aligning the aggregation events for traffic. The temporal alignment of the aggregated average speed and
vehicle count events is achieved using the statements from the listing 1.

i n s e r t i n t o T r a f f i c S t r e a m s e l e c t a v e r a g e S p e e d E v e n t . averageSpeed ,
numberOfCarsEvent . numberOfCars from AverageSpeedAggregatedStream . s t d :
l a s t e v e n t ( ) as averageSpeedEvent , NumberOfCarsAggregatedStream . s t d :
l a s t e v e n t ( ) as numberOfCarsEvent

Listing 1: Temporal alignment of the aggregated average speed and vehicle count events.

Figure 10: Traffic Jam event detection node

The output of the node will also be a RDF message that will look like the message from Figure 11.
Listing 2 presents the CEP statement that is used to detect a traffic congestion. The statement inserts

into the TrafficCongestionStream all the traffic events which have the average speed smaller than average-
SpeedThreshold and the number of cars bigger than vehicleCountThreshold.

i n s e r t i n t o T r a f f i c C o n g e s t i o n S t r e a m s e l e c t ∗ from T r a f f i c S t r e a m where (
a v e r a g e S p e e d <= ( a v e r a g e S p e e d T h r e s h o l d ) and v e h i c l e C o u n t >= (
v e h i c l e C o u n t T h r e s h o l d ) )

Listing 2: Critical situation events detection

Non-traffic congestion events are generated when the above mentioned pattern is no longer met (Listing 3).
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Figure 11: Traffic Jam event

i n s e r t i n t o N o n T r a f f i c C o n g e s t i o n S t r e a m s e l e c t ∗ from T r a f f i c S t r e a m where (
a v e r a g e S p e e d > ( a v e r a g e S p e e d T h r e s h o l d ) and v e h i c l e C o u n t < (
v e h i c l e C o u n t T h r e s h o l d ) )

Listing 3: Non-critical situation events detection

A traffic jam event is generated using the query from Listing 4, when a traffic congestion event is not
followed by a non traffic congestion event in a time interval shorter than trafficCongestionLength.

i n s e r t i n t o T r a f f i c J a m S t r e a m s e l e c t ∗ from p a t t e r n [ e v e r y
T r a f f i c C o n g e s t i o n S t r e a m −> ( t i m e r : i n t e r v a l ( t r a f f i c C o n g e s t i o n L e n g t h s e c )
and not N o n T r a f f i c C o n g e s t i o n S t r e a m ) ] ;

Listing 4: Traffic jam events detection

The normal traffic event is generated every time when a traffic congestion event is followed by a not traffic
congestion event (Listing 5).

i n s e r t i n t o N o r m a l T r a f f i c S t r e a m s e l e c t ∗ from p a t t e r n [ e v e r y
T r a f f i c J a m S t r e a m −> N o n T r a f f i c C o n g e s t i o n S t r e a m ]

Listing 5: Traffic jam finalization events detection

Using the Esper API, the events generated on the streams TrafficJamStream and NormalTrafficStream
are detected. Every time an event is received the method publishEvent() of the EventDetectionNode class is
used for delivering the event via the data bus. All the statements presented above are used to implement the
method getEventDetectionLogic(). In this case the method getListOfInputStreamNames() is implemented to
return the string trafficDataSource.

Parking event detection node: the scope of the parking event detection node is to detect the changes
of the status of the parking garages. More precisely it generates an event when the parking garage gets almost
full or when there is a parking places fast vacancy modification (in other words when a lot of vehicles enter
the parking garage in a very short period of time). The observations generated by Aarhus parking garages
sensors have two main features:

• numberOfCars: represents the current number of cars parked in the garage;

• parkingCapacity: represents the total number of parking places from the garage.
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Figure 12 depicts the main logic of the parking event detection node. The input is represented by one
parking data stream and the configuration parameters are as follows:

• parkingNearlyFullTreshold: the occupancy percentage of the parking in order to generate the event;

• ocupancyChangeRateTreshold: the rate of car entering into the garage in order to generate the event;

• parkingMonitoringInterval: the length of the time interval for which the occupancy change rate is
computed.

Figure 12: Parking status changed event detection node

The output of the node is also a RDF message that has the structure depicted in Figure 13.
The statement from Listing 6 generates an event when the parking garage is nearly full.

i n s e r t i n t o P a r k i n g G a r a g e S t a t u s S t r e a m s e l e c t ∗ from Park ingGarageStream
where ( numberOfCars / p a r k i n g C a p a c i t y >= p a r k i n g N e a r l y F u l l T r e s h o l d )

Listing 6: Parking nearly full events detection

The statement from Listing 7 computes first the minimum and the maximum number of cars which have
been in the garage in the last parkingMonitoringInterval seconds. Then the statement determines with what
percentage the parking occupancy have been modified by dividing the difference between the maximum and
the minimum values to the total capacity of the garage. If the percentage is bigger than the ocupancyChang-
eRateTreshold, then a parking place fast vacancy modification event is generated.

i n s e r t i n t o P a r k i n g G a r a g e S t a t u s S t r e a m s e l e c t ∗ from Park ingGarageStream . win
: t ime ( p a r k i n g M o n i t o r i n g I n t e r v a l s e c ) h a v i n g ( max ( Park ingGarageStream .
numberOfCars )−min ( Park ingGarageStream . numberOfCars ) / Park ingGarageStream
. p a r k i n g C a p a c i t y ) > ocupancyChangeRateTresho ld )

Listing 7: Detect parking occupancy rate events
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Figure 13: Parking status changed RDF event message

As in previous case the sendEvent() method is called when an event is received from the ParkingGarageSta-
tusStream and the method getListOfInputStreamNames() is implemented to return the string parkingGarage-
DataSource.

4.1.2 Noise Level event detection node

The scope of the noise level event detection node is to detect the changes of the status of the level of noise
in the city. To be more precise, is generates events when the number of cars on the street multiplied with the
average speed of the cars is higher or lower than some thresholds. In order to detect the level of noise the
node uses the observations generated by the traffic sensors deployed in Aarhus. It needs both of its features
to detect the pollution level:

• vehicleCount: the number of cars passing through the sensing range of the sensor in the last 5 minutes.

• averageSpeed: the average speed of the cars passing two spatial-separated observing stations during the
last 5 minutes;

Figure 14 depicts the main logic of the noise level event detection node. The input in represented by one
traffic stream from the city of Aarhus and the configuration parameters are:

• noiseLevelThresholdLow: the lower threhsold representing the minimum noise level.

• noiseLevelThresholdHigh: the higher threhsold representing the maximum noise level.

A Low level(level 0) noise event is detected when the number of cars passing through the sensing area
of the sensor multiplyed by their average speed is lower than noiseLevelThresholdLow. When the number of
cars multiplyed by their average speed in inbetween the noiseLevelThresholdLow and noiseLevelThresholdHigh
thresholds the node generates a Medium level(level 1) noise event; and when the number of cars multiplyed by
their average speed is above the upper threshold noiseLevelThresholdHigh the node generates a High level(level
2) noise event.

The semantic Annotated data(Traffic Data) that is set as an input for the Noise Level event detection
node is the same as in the case of the Traffic Jam event detection node and is represented as a RDF message,
with the format depicted in Figure 9. The output of the node is also a RDF message depicted in Figure 15.

Listing 8, 9 and 10 present the CEP statements used to detect the levels of noise. There is a total of 3
statements that detect low, medium and high levels of noise.

i n s e r t i n t o AarhusNoiseLeve lSt reamLow s e l e c t ∗ from T r a f f i c S t r e a m where (
S t r e e t V e h i c l e C o u n t ∗ AverageSpeed <= p o l l u t i o n T h r e s h o l d L o w )
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Figure 14: Noise event detection node

Figure 15: Noise status changes RDF event message

Listing 8: Detect Low noise events

i n s e r t i n t o AarhusNoiseLeve lStreamMedium s e l e c t ∗ from T r a f f i c S t r e a m where
( S t r e e t V e h i c l e C o u n t ∗ AverageSpeed > p o l l u t i o n T h r e s h o l d L o w and
S t r e e t V e h i c l e C o u n t ∗ AverageSpeed <= p o l l u t i o n T h r e s h o l d H i g h )

Listing 9: Detect Medium noise events

i n s e r t i n t o A a r h u s N o i s e L e v e l S t r e a m H i g h s e l e c t ∗ from T r a f f i c S t r e a m where (
S t r e e t V e h i c l e C o u n t ∗ AverageSpeed > p o l l u t i o n T h r e s h o l d H i g h )

Listing 10: Detect High noise events

A new event with a cetain level is generated when a status change is detected:

• Level = 0: when there is a transition from medium to low or from high to low level of noise.

• Level = 1: when there is a transition from low to medium or from high to medium level of noise.
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• Level = 2: when there is a transition from low to high or from medium to high level of noise.

Listing 11 present the CEP statement used to detect the noise level change from low to medium but it
can be changed to detect transitions between different states as presented above.

i n s e r t i n t o AarhusNoiseLevelStreamLow2Medium s e l e c t ∗ from p a t t e r n [ e v e r y
AarhusNoiseLeve lSt reamLow −> AarhusNoiseLeve lStreamMedium ]

Listing 11: Status change noise events

4.1.3 Pollution event detection

The scope of the pollution level event detection node is to detect the changes of the status of the level of
pollution in the city. To be more precise, is generates events when the number of cars on the street is higher or
lower than some thresholds. In order to detect the level of pollution the node uses the observations generated
by the traffic sensors deployed in Aarhus. It only needs one of it’s features to detect the pollution level:

• vehicleCount: the number of cars passing through the sensing range of the sensor in the last 5 minutes.

Figure 16 depicts the main logic of the pollution level event detection node. The input in represented by
one traffic stream from the city of Aarhus and the configuration parameters are:

• pollutionThresholdLow: the lower threhsold representing the minimum number of cars.

• pollutionThresholdHigh: the higher threhsold representing the maximum number of cars.

A Low level(level 0) pollution event is detected when the number of cars passing through the sensing area
of the sensor is lower than pollutionThresholdLow. When the number of cars is in between the pollution-
ThresholdLow and pollutionThresholdHigh thresholds the node generates a Medium level(level 1) pollution
event; and when the number of cars is above the upper threshold pollutionThresholdHigh the node generates
a High level(level 2) pollution event.

Figure 16: Pollution event detection node

The semantic Annotated data(Traffic Data) that is set as an input for the Pollution Level event detection
node is the same as in the case of the Traffic Jam event detection node and is represented as a RDF message,
with the format depicted in Figure 9.

Listing 12, 13 and 14 present the CEP statements used to detect the levels of pollution. There is a total
of 3 statements that detect low, medium and high levels of pollution.
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Figure 17: Pollution status changes RDF event message

i n s e r t i n t o A a r h u s P o l l u t i o n S t r e a m L o w s e l e c t ∗ from T r a f f i c S t r e a m where (
S t r e e t V e h i c l e C o u n t <= p o l l u t i o n T h r e s h o l d L o w )

Listing 12: Detect Low pollution events

i n s e r t i n t o AarhusPo l lut ionStreamMedium s e l e c t ∗ from T r a f f i c S t r e a m where (
S t r e e t V e h i c l e C o u n t > p o l l u t i o n T h r e s h o l d L o w and S t r e e t V e h i c l e C o u n t <=
p o l l u t i o n T h r e s h o l d H i g h )

Listing 13: Detect Medium pollution events

i n s e r t i n t o A a r h u s P o l l u t i o n S t r e a m H i g h s e l e c t ∗ from T r a f f i c S t r e a m where (
S t r e e t V e h i c l e C o u n t > p o l l u t i o n T h r e s h o l d H i g h )

Listing 14: Detect High pollution events

A new event with a cetain level is generated when a status change is detected:

• Level = 0: when there is a transition from medium to low or from high to low level of pollution.

• Level = 1: when there is a transition from low to medium or from high to medium level of pollution.

• Level = 2: when there is a transition from low to high or from medium to high level of pollution.

Listing 15 present the CEP statement used to detect the pollution level change from low to medium but
it can be changed to detect transitions between different states as presented above.

i n s e r t i n t o AarhusPol lut ionStreamLow2Medium s e l e c t ∗ from p a t t e r n [ e v e r y
A a r h u s P o l l u t i o n S t r e a m L o w −> AarhusPo l lut ionStreamMedium ]

Listing 15: Status change pollution events

4.1.4 Event Detection node for Aarhus traffic prediction

The traffic jam event detection mechanism presented in subsection 4.1.1 is used to detect the traffic incidents
at the occurrence time. In order to ensure the predictive behaviour of the system we have developed an
prediction model which is used to forecast the traffic status on a particular area after T minutes.

During the design time of the ML model, we have used the historic traffic data from city of Aarhus. The
traffic data stream is represented by an time series of observations having the features: number of cars and
average speed. In order to do the prediction, the model uses the last n observations received from the data
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stream. Before model training, a sliding window have been used to keep all the valid (without missing values)
sequences on n + 1 observations. At the end resulted a new dataset containing n + 1 features. The first n
features represents the last traffic observation and the last one represents the value to be predicted. As a
result for this particular case T is equal with the traffic observation periodicity (5 minutes). We have also
considered n as being 10. Figure 18 contains a graphic containing a representative subset of the training set,
in order to have a intuition about how the data looks like. The red lines represent the first two features from
the data data set and the black line represents the predicted value.

Figure 18: The training set of the prediction model (with red features 1 and 2 and with black the predicted
value)

We have trained an neural network containing one input layer with 10 neurons and 1 output layer with one
neuron (as presented in Figure 19).

Figure 19: The topology of the neural network used for traffic prediction.

The obtained prediction model has been validated using a fresh test data set and the average error is 1.5
and the Pearson correlation parameter between actual and predicted values is 0.85. Figure 20 displays the
predicted versus actual values.
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Figure 20: The performance of the neural network (predicted versus actual values).

4.1.5 Performance evaluation

The overall event throughput rate of the event detection component is determined by the number of nodes
which are loaded and executed simultaneously in the instance of the component as well as their complexity.
Yet, the first bottleneck we have encountered while doing the application stress tests was not driven by the
number of loaded queries but by the communication side and the translation of the incoming data as events
to be processed.

In order to provide the highest event input rate we have developed a test application which is able to replay
the Aarhus traffic historic data as a high rate. Tests were performed on a commodity PC with an Intel i5-2410
2.30 GHz processor, 4GB of RAM, 1GB Ethernet adapter, running on a Windows 7, 64 bit operating system.

With 2,500 active nodes into the event detection component instance we have detected no delays, with
a stable input rate varying around 15,000 events per second. In order to increase the stress on the input
adapters we have increased the number of reporting sensors and reached a maximum relatively stable input
rate of around 30,000 events per second. The test results for different event rates and number of nodes
deployed in the event detection component are summarised in table 1.

Table 1: Event detection component stress tests results.
Event input rate
[Events per second]

Active nodes Communication
Bottleneck

Event detection
bottleneck

15,000 2,500 no no
30,000 2,500 no no
> 30, 000 2,500 yes no
15,000 5,000 no no
15,000 > 5, 000 no yes
> 30, 000 > 5, 000 yes yes

All the tests have been done using semantically annotated data. The event detection component can
deliver the same performance when consuming aggregated data. As a result of that the amount of data which
can be processed when the event detection component is used in combination with the data aggregation one
depends on the variability of the data.

4.2 Event detection from social streams
We conducted our experiments on textual Twitter data collected from two geographically different locations:
San Francisco Bay area ( data collected by [48]) and our locally collected London data.

Our objective of the evaluation is to quantify the extent to which our results can extract city events from
Twitter. We compare our approach with the state-of-the-art baselines [48, 55] and the results are reported in
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terms of recall and precision.

4.2.1 Ground-truth Annotation Tool

To facilitate the ground-truth annotation of Tweets we have developed a tool with GUI. A view of this tool is
represented in Fig. 21 9.

Figure 21: View of the Tweet annotation tool.

For the study, we have used this tool to annotate 3000 Tweets for constructing a training dataset for our
model.

The annotation results also undergo a second investigation for ensuring their validity. We have asked
a group of technical users who work on smart city research in our team to undertake the validation of the
annotations.

4.2.2 Performance Evaluation

Tab. 2 shows a comparison between our proposed universal dictionaries efficiency and the two state-of-the-art
approaches: B-1 [55] and B-2 [48]. We have used the dataset for this comparison as the two other baseline
approaches had been evaluated using this data.

Table 2: Comparisons of our CRF dictionary tagging vs. the baseline B1 and B2 baseline methods.
Other Location Events

B1 B2 Ours B1 B2 Ours B1 B2 Ours
Recall 0.93 0.98 0.98 0.75 0.85 0.92 0.24 0.88 0.85

Precision 0.93 0.98 0.97 0.82 0.93 0.95 0.11 0.86 0.84

It can be noted that our CRF+CNN dictionary chunking model performs equally well as the baseline models
despite using generic city-independent dictionaries. This means we did not provide any domain-specific prior
knowledge or controlled vocabulary to train our model and instead used a generic model (i.e.CNN model is
trained on Wikipedia and not on a corpus of twitter text). However, our generic model performs as good as a
model which is specifically trained for a controlled domain (San Francisco Bay area). This makes our model
more flexible and adaptable to be used for different city events and also in other different domains.

Our proposed tagging approach is more flexible in the sense that it can be applied to Twitter data from
other cities. This is due to the fact of benefiting from more generic set of dictionary terms which removes any
geographical bias.

Tab. 3 shows the evaluation results of the proposed multi-view approach and Fig. 22 demonstrates the
overall performance as a graph. The performance is reported in terms of one vs. all class accuracies. Fig. 22
also depicts the performance in comparison with the classification without multi-view learning.

9The annotation tool is available for download at: http://goo.gl/UBTKQp
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Table 3: Numerical results of multi-view learning evaluation on Greater London data

1 vs. All Class Acc. Crime Cultural Food Social Sport Weather Trans.
CRF + CNN
word tagging
annotation

0.53 0.36 0.35 0.16 0.52 0.8 0.67

multi-view Neural Network model
annotation

0.6 0.37 0.48 0.21 0.54 0.8 0.69
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Figure 22: London data: 1 vs all classification performance result.

The enhanced model that uses the multi-view approach shows to better performance compared with the
single view model that uses the CRF+CNN word tagging. The lower performance measure on classes such as
“Social”, “Cultural”,“Food” and “Sport” compared to other classes is mainly due to two reasons; incomplete
class dictionaries and class dictionary term overlaps. Although extra cautions have been taken for constructing
class-specific dictionaries, there yet exist terms and phrases which are included in more than one dictionary.
This in practice makes the event extraction more challenging in such scenarios.

The effect of the dictionary problem can be also reduced by increasing the training data from the categories
that provide less accurate results. However, we did not tend to bias our data by providing more training samples
of these categories and reported the results based on fair number of annotated Tweets for our categories.

The multi-view training step can in fact provide more flexibility in expanding class-specific dictionaries.
However, adding more terms will require the model to be trained with a larger size training data and will cause
higher time and computational complexity and requires more manual annotation effort.
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5 Conclusion
Providing enhanced services to citizens while cities are growing due to urbanisation, and while resources are
limited demands for a more intelligent use of the existing resources. The cities have started to deploy sensor
and actor devices in their environment, e.g. intelligent lighting, and observation and monitoring devices to
collect traffic, air quality and water/waste data. At this moment there is a need to develop new techniques
for processing and interpretation of streamed sensory and social media data in smart city environments.

The CityPulse framework exposes two modules to detect events happening in cities. The first module uses
directly the sensory data sources from the city. The second one can be used to process the data from social
media sources. In the case of CityPulse it is used for processing streams of tweets from Twitter.

The stream Event detection component provides the generic tools for processing the annotated as well
as aggregated data streams to obtain events occurring into the city. This component is highly flexible in
deploying new event detection mechanisms, since different smart city applications require different events to
be detected from the same data sources. The component has been developed using the Esper engine [67].

The second module exposed by the Event detection component is used to process the Social Media streams.
The module analyses and annotates large-scale real-time Twitter data streams.

To demonstrate the event detection component ease of use in integrating the raw city data and in detecting
various problems, we have applied it for processing the traffic data from the city of Aarhus. In total the data
of 449 traffic sensors and 13 parking garages data streams have been piped into a running instance of our
CityPulse framework. Then two event detection nodes have been implemented for detecting traffic jams and
the moments when the occupancy level into the parking garages changes significantly. In addition to these,
two more event detection nodes have been developed for estimating the noise and pollution level.

Within the CityPulse framework, the real-time extracted city events are then used by Real-time Adaptive
Urban Reasoning component to obtain a more comprehensive interpretation of the city events.

The social media extracted events are utilised to complement the sensor stream information extraction and
allow obtaining a more detailed interpretation of the city events.
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